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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the writer’s research about The Effectiveness of Smart 

Card in Developing Student’s Writing Recount Text, the writer can 

conclude that:  

1. From the result of the pre-test and post-test between 

experimental class (using smart card), and control class (without 

smart card) the writer can conclude that experiment class is 

better than control class. Smart Card can improve students’ 

writing  recount text in this school. It can be seen from student’s 

spirit in studying recount text. After the writer doing the 

research, many students think that writing can easily study 

using this media, it is proven by their result of the test.  

2. Smart Card can be used to create more interesting activity in the 

learning process and it can be one of instructional media in 

teaching writing recount. It make the learning process is more 

enjoyable and it also can give better result in student’s recount 

writing than by giving instructional only.  

3. After the writer see the result of writing recount pre-test and 

post-test, the writer concludes the student in experimental class 

get better score than the student in control class. The result 

showed that t table with level significance 5%=2,00 and with 

level significance 1%=2,65 so t account=2,79. So, 2,00 < 2,79 > 

2,65. It means that to>tt, and the writer conclude the alternative 

hypothesis is accepted. It means that there is significant the 
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effectiveness of smart card in developing student’s writing 

recount text. 

 

B. Suggestion     

After doing the research and collecting the data, then the writer 

gives suggestion for increasing writing narrative text. 

1. Choosing method in teaching English is very important because 

some people consider that learning English is very difficult, so 

teacher must have appropriate method to teach English. 

2. The teacher may use creative and interesting media in the 

process of teaching learning, especially in writing activity in 

order to encourage motivate students to have more practice in 

writing. 

3. The students should be more doing exercise in writing skill, 

especially in learning activity or English subject. 

4. Students in IAIN SMH Banten as the next researcher can 

develop and continue the research, especially in  vocabulary and 

language use in developing students writing. 
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